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By Annie Lang

Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Whether you imagine yourself as a famous
Hollywood star, exploring a castle in the clouds surrounded by winged horses or as an adventurous
treasure seeking pirate, Annie s kids will take you there! Choose from dozens of mix and match
whimsically themed designs created from Annie s Hollywood, Pirates and Winged Horse Castle
collection of images. Simply trace any of the fun design linework patterns from this workbook and
then transfer the image onto your project surface to make outstanding personalized items with
professional results It doesn t matter if you re a seasoned artisan or simply looking for delightfully
whimsical designs to satisfy your creative urges, you ll find 40 pages of themed designs you can use
over and over again. Pages feature lineart pattern designs with small color samples to use for your
decorative painting, paper crafting, scrapbooking and needleart projects.all are hand rendered
images by Annie Lang! The images in this book are intended for personal, classroom and small
resale business use to create individually crafted items. This 40 page publication features linework
of whimsical...
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Reviews
Very helpful to all category of individuals. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the 50 percent of your pdf. I am very happy to inform you that this is
actually the very best pdf i have read in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Christelle Treutel
The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading a
written publication.
-- Kiarra Schultz III
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